
 

Polygonal billiards

Billiard trajetouces in polygons

fat angleof incidence

angleof reflectionP f

orQuit

A polygon P is rational if
all the angles are national
multiples of it

Example1 Classic billiard table

Ei



Questions What is the long

term behaviour of trajectories
How does itdepend on the polygon

P The direction 0 The

initial point
What sequences of sides

is hit by a given trajectory
This question is related to the coding

sequences discussed by Pascal Sasha

what sequences of sides can be hit

by some trajectory in some direction

This is important when youhave to

call youa shot



For which Qs are all trajectories
dense
uniformly distributed

In which directions do we have

periodic trajectories

Do periodic trajectories alwaysexist

and if so how many are there

In these lectures we will consider the

question of the asymptotic behavior

of the number of trajectories of

length at most L

Connectionbetweenuation
billeaudsaudhrauslatraces



In a rational polygon P each billiard

trajectory travels in only fautely

many
directions

Example 2

g directions

I
z

Unfolding construction
convents

billiard trajectories to straight
1 hes Euclidean 900

desks
the angle

In this case unfolding goes
a tiling of the plane



We can thus relate billiard trajectories
to

straight lines in 112

If we only unfold 8 times
we get we have exactly one0 1 triangle foreachpossible

E.IEi E.i

i f.aaxed
o fundamentaldomainfor
a lattice acting by tuauslateous

Identify opposite sides by
This construction givestranslations a useful relation
between billiard tray

jailers in THE



Example 3 does
8 This triangle not the

the plane
Can see that by unfoldingaround

However there
8 is still an

analog of the previous construction
ooodugon builtfrom 16triangles

t.EE

Iit

a

µ translation
a surface of

genos 2 with a slug pt of
cone angle 6T check this



If P is a rational polygon we can

associate associate a translation

surface Mp This construction was

described by ZemlyaKou Katok and

earlier by Fox Kershner Let r be

the sobgroup of OCD generated by
reflections in the sides of P For each

rep construct a disjoint polygon
OPEN Gloe appropriate parallel
sides together

s return to the counting problem



Example Tons of area A
or a polygon that files the plane by

ma ha
reflector

µ

tE

me

A closed geodesic corresponds
to

a point T with meee

Conversely such a pain gives



rise to a family of closed

geodesics all of the same

length l Atif after

How many such families are

there of length L

O
f

can imagine
fixing the disk

I a
Taffies making

the

F



This overcounts by considering
the same good woltiple
times To correct the
count we consider only
paws Y which are

relatively prime
We are also considering
each good twice due to

orientation

Chance that nm vet prone

stay where 567 IE tu



Get Npl2 r II I
C EA It

Problem with this technique
is that it relies on the
structure of 1122 au NT For
the general rational polygon
this is not available

Let's use a renormalization

technique in the case of the

estratastorosaudseewhatwegoth
We can identify the moduli space of tori 9461

of area 1 with the space of unmodulau lattices



Recall that the space of

our modular marked lattices

can be identified with SLA IR

g

Ati Coo
g

e 542,1127

fab 8
or

changing the basis
to a

new oriented basis
correspondsto the right action

5447404542,1142
stratumof toni with 1 marked pant
Af o 514112

42,27



Deforming the lattice

by a linear trausfcorrespondsto left mult by
an element of 562,112

Fl

1
AT

we call this the geometric action

of 542,112 on the space of toni 9401

Recall that Pascal considered

the one parameter family
gt 8 8th

conformal
distortion et



Chris considered oft a defining

Teichmiller distance 4 41 4 4
First normalization is more closely related
to hyperbolic geometry and we will use
that Gives geod flow payoff Stpeed
We can think of gt as rescaling
the vertical flow on T Tea

The problem with counting

geodesics ur general is

that geodesics are long

We want to use gt to make closed

geodesics shouted



Let re 8 8 48

Let a Edu be a geodesic

of length Los Pick E
try

Let's deform the tow s fo
T Ryu

create a new torus in which

8 has length E



to

Rotate by ro and apply

9T rosy V

i r

In order to do this we

choose t 2 log E



What is the effect of this

operation on module space
Storm

ram
of JoJiu with

geodesics of

length e
original
surface µ corresponds to a vector

Let Ce be the set of tari with geodesics

of length EE

Alternate picture



i o

The set Egtro Qe co za corresponds

to the circle of radios to since we chose
the right normalization

if E cos p

Think of ripples in a pond spreading
out from a point



Geodesics of length less

than L correspond to

visits of the circle of

radios t t the e cusp

Quadratic growth comes

from the fact that the

hyperbolic length of this

circle is

21Tsmh t 21Tet
it

2 log Ye

Iz E as L es



The assertion that circles
become uniformly distributed
as cs implies that
the proportion of time

that the circle spends
in the cusp is

a

i O

Assuming that each excursion
to the cusp corresponds to
a 0 interval of le implies



that the number of geodesics
is

i fEihysu.ae tee

Moore careful analysis shows

that the answer is independent

of E

Remark Caa calculate
these vols using Gauss Bonnet

and conclude

that 56 If





In fact circles are

all contained in 542,112 ly

c Ha so we want to

apply these ideas to

SLG.IR c9tcx

Are these orbit closures
nice sob manifolds

Do they have 542,112

invariant measures which

are easy to calculate
with



Thur Eskin Muzakhani

Mohammad Yes

SLA R a bit closures
in strata have all the

properties you need
to

make these arguments
work

More specifically 544112

orbit closures are sobmanifolds

and have unique smooth
5441127 invariant probability



measures

Question to discuss in next 3 lectures

Problem Do large
circles eque distribute
in orbit closures



If the answer is yes

then we can attack
the problem by finding
orbit closures and

computing the appropriate
constants

large circles in the

hyperbolic plane
Unlike large Euclidean
circles the curvature of



large hyperbolic dudes
tends to 1 rather than
0 Curves of curvature
1 are called houocydes

key to analyzing limits
of large crude measures

is analyzing the
horo cycle flow

o0E

Euclidean center



Curvature of the circle of radios r

as tauhr Eet
ette t lasts a





542 A orbits

In this case the 542,112
orbit is already closed

We got a closed orbit of
dimension 3



00



Consider the set of surfaces

in with maps T M T

which branch are a 2

points

Call the set of such
surfaces 84



The setof such surfaces

is locally determined by
5 parameters 3 describe

the shape of the toros

and 2 describe the

relativepositions of the

branch points


